T his is the second part of IEEE Intelligent Systems' special issue on pattern recognition (see March/April 2016 for part 1). All the articles in this installment report advances in pattern recognition for visual data (image, video, and multimedia).
G u e s t e d i t o r s ' i n t r o d u c t i o n
Specifi cally, in "Boosted Cross-Domain Dictionary Learning for Visual Categorization," Fan Zhu, Ling Shao, and Yi Fang extend and transfer the classical AdaBoost for cross-domain visual categorization by integrating an auxiliary updating mechanism, such that the auxiliary domain data under a different data distribution are adapted to the target domain at both feature representation and classifi cation levels. The proposed framework works in conjunction with a learned domain-adaptive dictionary pair so that both the auxiliary domain data representations and their distribution are optimized to match the target domain. By iteratively updating the weak classifi ers, the categorization system allocates more credits to "similar" auxiliary domain samples, while abandoning "dissimilar" auxiliary domain samples. Experiments on multiple transfer learning scenarios demonstrate the proposed method's outstanding performance.
Pattern Recognition, Part 2
In "Is 2D Unlabeled Data Adequate for Facial Expression Recognition?," Lili Tao and Bogdan J. Matuszewski present a facial expression recognition system based on the random forest technique, which uses only very simple landmark features with the view of a possible real-time implementation on low-cost portable devices. The authors performed experiments on the BU-3DFE facial expression database to provide quantitative experimental evidence behind more fundamental questions in facial articulation analysis, namely, the relative significance of 3D information and the importance of labeled training data in supervised learning. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the described methods and demonstrate that common assumptions about facial expression recognition are debatable.
In "Face Sketch-Photo Matching Using the Local Gradient Fuzzy Pattern," Hiranmoy Roy and Debotosh Bhattacharjee propose a local fuzzy descriptor, called Local Gradient Fuzzy Pattern (LGFP), for face sketchphoto matching.
LGFP is a set of membership values generated using the restricted equivalence function (REF) of the intensity (gradient value) differences between a central pixel and its neighbors in a local window. A blockwise homogeneity-based weighted fuzzy similarity is measured using an arithmetic mean aggregation of REF. The proposed face sketch-photo matching method requires neither learning procedures nor training data, and it has achieved high rank-1 recognition rates in two public databases.
In "Heartbeat Rate Measurement from Facial Video," Mohammad A. Haque and colleagues present an effective system for measuring heartbeat rate from facial videos. The proposed me t ho d ut i l i z e s a facia l fe at u re point tracking method by combining a "good feature to track" and a "supervised descent method" to overcome the limitations of currently available measuring systems, which assume unrealistic restriction of the environment. A face qu a l it y asse ssment system is also incorporated to automatically discard low-quality faces that occur in a realistic video sequence, to help reduce erroneous results. Experimental results on datasets collected in realistic scenarios show that the proposed system outperforms existing video-based systems for heartbeat rate measurement.
In "Driver Gaze Estimation without Use of Eye Movement," Lex Fridman and colleagues propose a method that classifies gaze into six regions based on facial features. The method exploits the correspondence between drivers' eye and head movements, and avoids the challenging problem of eye tracking. On a dataset of 50 drivers from an onroad study, the method achieved an average accuracy of 91.4 percent at an average decision rate of 11 Hz.
In "Combining Region-of-Interest Extraction and Image Enhancement for Nighttime Vehicle Detection," Hulin Kuang and colleagues combine a novel region-of-interest (ROI) extraction approach that fuses vehicle light detection and object proposals with a nighttime image enhancement approach based on improved multiscale retinex to extract accurate ROIs and enhance images for accurate nighttime vehicle detection. The authors' experiments on a self-developed dataset of nighttime vehicles demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method, score-level multifeature fusion and ROI extraction method, and the superiority of the vehicle detection method.
Finally, in "Overlaid Arrow Detection for Labeling Regions of Interest in Biomedical Images," K.C. Santosh and colleagues present a new templatefree geometric signature-based technique for detecting arrow annotations on biomedical images, a key first step Tao is a Fellow of IEEE, the OSA, the IAPR, the SPIE, the BCS, and the IET. Contact him at Dacheng.Tao@uts.edu.au.
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